F.B.I. Victimize Citizens

Students and Mintz Clash Over Baruch Elections

In view of the fact that the Day Session-Student Government elections will take place sometime early next month, President Chris Niles, seeing the possibility of student disparity, has started a drive to remind each and every student that there are still many things their Student Government can promote, still many issues to fight for and many activities that are in need of sponsorship.

In the first phase of the drive, Chris Niles has arranged a Student Government-sponsored dance this Friday in the Prince George Hotel. It is hoped that this will be one of the many actions taken to unite the student body.

On last Wednesday, December 1, a break-in was attempted on the 10th floor of 358 Park Avenue South. This act occurred at approximately 7 P.M. while persons were still present on the floor, on which the office of the Dean of Education, some Ed. classrooms and a lab are located.

According to reliable sources, Baruch College security guards at the scene failed to file a report on the incident with Max Linden, head of Security.

C.C.N.Y. — WHAT'S GOING ON?

In the last issue of THE TICKER a story appeared relating to the plight of CCNY's newspaper, The Campus, and the senate's attempts to stop its publication.

Although the matter appeared to have been resolved, the senate again voted to stop it from publishing. Last Thursday the president of CCNY reprimanded the senate and overruled their vote to stop the paper.

The following day the senate made known its intentions to pursue the matter and take action against The Campus.

NILES APPROACHES PRESIDENT ELECT

Last week Chris Niles, President of DSSG wrote to President Elect Carter requesting a meeting for CCNY student leaders. When contacted, Mr. Niles said he was concerned that groups from all segments of the New York community have met with and discussed their respective problems, but that student voices had not been heard on the issue of CCNY. This was more significant since President-Elect Carter has stated that he plans to create a separate Education Department.

QUEENS SURVIVAL FORUM

This coming Thursday, December 9, Queens College will hold a forum dealing with the future survival of the CUNY system. The meeting will take place at 8 P.M. in Room 410 of the College Union Building, Queens College, in Flushing.

F.B.I. Victorizes Citizens

New York — The National Crime Information Center (NCIC) is presenting affidavits, obtained from citizens throughout the country who have been the victims of false-tricks and false files, to the new Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities Today.

Some of the affidavits which are to be presented to Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, chairman of the Senate Committee, include the following:

• Testimony from a victim in San Francisco who reported he was fired from his job after serving with a citizen's rights group (ACLU) due to false files passed to employers: obtained through illegal phone taps.

• Testimony from a witness in Miami who testified to the plight of GCNY, several strange clicking sounds and complaints to the phone company: the sounds stopped temporarily only to resume again later. The first confirmation of this surveillance occurred when a man she had a blind date with began a conversation about illegal things he knew about her — including things she had been ex-husband lived, where her parents lived, what clubs and organizations she had been a member of, her sex life. Her date said he was an insurance agent and often made routine checks on her clients at the local police department. He then said it would be fun to check with the police to see what sort of file they had on her. She had never been arrested, not even a speeding ticket, yet the police maintained a dossier and her file was still in the police files after her death.

• A 17-year-old victim from the Miami area testified to the FBI main concern itself with gross illegalities and dirty tricks against famous people and well-known groups. The important and sensitive issue that has been evaded is that the FBI's dirty tricks affect every man, woman and child in the U.S.

In talking about the purposes of the NCIC, which is sponsored by the Church of Scientology, Friedman clarified the authority to determine Intelligence Activities.

(Continued on Page 2)

Students and Mintz Clash Over Baruch Elections

By RICHARD WARREN

Last Friday afternoon, numerous student leaders who were present at the Senate meeting, refused to say anything about Cham- berlain's actions. Dr. Finkelman claimed ignorance of Senate procedures, pointing to his lack of Senate experience in the position.

The argument arose over Dr. Mintz' rejection of four of the five names DSSG President Thomas Milone submitted for the election review committee (two have to be selected). Dr. Mintz claimed that Thornhill criticized Dr. Mintz because she'd been here only one term, not long enough to establish such affiliations.

The only name accepted was Ishmail Bailey, who has worked for Vice President Lempkes last four years. Dr. Mintz has the authority to reject any people he feels would be biased or affect the outcome of the elections. This power is given to him in BHE Bylaw 15. Thornhill, Niles, Gibbs and Gordon Taylor all said that Dr. Mintz' rejection of Milone did not fall under his authority since lack of experience at Baruch did not fall under the Board of Trustees nor even the College.

Robert's Rules of Order are supposed to be used. Under those rules an appointment of a majority plus one. When Thornhill left the room before the meeting started, a quorum was not present. But Senate Chairman John Chamberlin claimed the authority to determine a quorum, declared one.
Rodriguez Refuses “Deceitful” Ad

BY MICHAEL WARREN

...and the fall semester. Over the Thanksgiving break, the center modified a previous plan under which the center would print and distribute a limited number of leaflets on the campus.

The ad in question was one of several that have been appearing on the campus since the last week in October. The ad is printed and distributed by the Admissions Office of the university. Mr. Rodriguez refused to accept the ad...

The ad itself is a colorful, glossy page that includes photographs and text. It is designed to attract attention and inform potential students about the university and its programs.

The ad was printed by the university's print shop and then distributed by hand to students who were walking near the student center.

Mr. Rodriguez read the ad carefully and noticed that it contained several inaccuracies. He called the university's public relations office to report the situation.

The public relations office arranged for Mr. Rodriguez to meet with the university's vice president for student affairs. During the meeting, Mr. Rodriguez expressed his concerns about the ad.

The vice president apologized for any inconvenience caused and assured Mr. Rodriguez that the university would take steps to prevent future occurrences.

Mr. Rodriguez was satisfied with the university's response and said that he would continue to work closely with the public relations office to ensure that all information distributed on campus is accurate.

The university has a policy in place to ensure that all information distributed on campus is accurate. The policy is enforced by the university's public relations office.
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To the Editor:

I read with shock the article in the Dec. 3 issue of the The TICKER on Professor Ruth Frisz. I believe that the newspaper wishes to see them.

For the past few weeks the student senate of City College of New York has been involved in a controversy over the appointment of Ruth Frisz to the elections committee. The senate felt that Frisz had been selected for this position on a language that was not based on opinion, but on true facts. The senate felt that the position of the elections committee was one that required integrity and that Frisz did not possess these qualities.

I have been a member of the student senate for the past two years and have observed the process of selecting candidates for various positions. I believe that the student senate has the authority to make these decisions and that they should be respected.

Sincerely,

[Name]

Student Senate Chairman

--

EDITORIAL STAFF

C.C.JSLY, C.C.U.S.

The relationship between the student senate and the administration is a complex one. On the one hand, the senate is elected by the students to represent their interests and to act as a check on the administration. On the other hand, the senate must work with the administration to ensure the smooth operation of the college.

In the past few weeks the student senate of C.C.N.Y. has twice voted to shut down the student newspaper for reasons to the effect that its editors have been producing publications devoid of any journalistic integrity.

I believe that the editors of the newspaper are true to their profession and that they are disseminating information that is of value to the students.

Sincerely,

[Name]

Editor

--

ANNOUNCEMENTS

"Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Sex (But Were Afraid to Ask)." Mr. and Mrs. Lance Sherman, The Forum, Dec. 10, 8 p.m.

The Baruch Campus: Photographically Speaking

By B.K. DUNCAN

The theme of the Baruch Campus: Photographically Speaking, is now back in action. This Baruch Students Free With ID, is a girl-loft; darkness has set in out of the office. The Baruch Students Free With ID, are better at the Baruch Students Free With ID, that they already are. They are good, they are good, they are good.

The Office of Student Activities is now open on the first floor of photographer Todd Stuart's building, 74 Varick St., 7th Floor.

And Answers

The Office of Student Activities is now open on the first floor of photographer Todd Stuart's building, 74 Varick St., 7th Floor.
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“For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide (When the Rain Is Enuf)”

By RUTH DINDGO

A few exceptions very hard to cope, but I believe and boring. Or annoying. At one available dreadfully dronelike these.

By ST EVEN KONI

Donna Summer is one artist available in Small, Medium, and Large Sizes.

By JONI MITCHELL

But along comes “Four Seasons” (Midland Intl. BKL 1798). Carolee Light has a touching voice, but before you can start crying (do you remember the fox trot?)...
Splash Party

By CHARLES ROTHMAN

Standout performances by Chris Raheb and Joe Kennion, along with intense yet friendly competition and an increase in participants denoted the second half of the intramural swimming tournament held last Thursday in the 23rd Street pool during club hours.

Miss Raheb, who previously won the women's 40-yard freestyle and 20-yard butterfly during the first half of the two-weeks competition, completed her amazing sweep of all ladies events with devastating record-breaking triumphs in the 40-yard breaststroke and the 40-yard backstroke, plus an easy victory in the 80-yard individual medley. Her torpedo-like style was simply stated, a relaxation of the mind and body so that the hypnotist can talk the hypnotized into use form of self-improvement or another.

Hypnosis:

Not What You Think It Is!

By LINDA PACHECO

You are in a dark room illuminated by the dim light of one candle. You are asleep a man with a black cape dangles a plastic eye from a chain, repeatedly saying, "You are sleepy, very sleepy."

Forget all that. Hypnosis is not the mumbo-jumbo that you think it is. It's not even medical. It is simply stated, a relaxation of the mind and body so that the hypnotist can talk the hypnotized into use form of self-improvement or another.

(Continued from Page 6)

Lambert, Hendricks and Ross. Can you imagine Glenn Miller playing in a discotheque? "I'll Play the Fool," boasts lyrics to a sly little love song that Paul McCartney wishes he could write. "Ain't it funny what love can do better than poison stronger than glue." "Hard Times" has a slow samba beat but "Cherchez La Femme Se Bon" gets you dancing and smiling with a song that "welcomes you into her arms."

(Continued from Page 6)

I've been hypnotized by Ms. Lynne Gordon, the first professionally known female hypnotist in the United States. It's a very relaxing experience, yet I really didn't feel like I had been hypnotized at all. I was conscious of everything around me - street noise, my tight shoes, my glasses slipping down my nose. I was not unconscious, just quite relaxed. Aside from the elevator scene in The Hot Rock, in which, according to the ad, Chuck Blondin relieves the hypnotist (what else?), the best example of true hypnosis is in The Exorcist (Remember that one, where the kid is possessed by the devil and throws up pea soup all over everyone?) The hypnotist asks a seated Regan, "Do you want to be hypnotized?" This is the key — a person cannot be hypnotized against his will. It entails suggestion by the hypnotist and acceptance by the hypnotized.

This little-known process is widely used by psychiatrists and medical doctors to aid people with a host of confessions — insomnia, stuttering, poor study habits, impotency, weight problems, and a multitude of other problems. The hypnotist will vary his/her method and style according to the case at hand, but it is essential that the person with the problem is willing to concentrate on correcting whatever it is, even while not under hypnosis.

According to the Barnard Bulletin (10/3/68), "A functional cardiac patient was able to avoid further heart attacks so successfully after hypnosis that he was able to quit taking his bills insurance without added penalty premiums.

A Columbia professor received treatment to learn to be a better teacher. These are just two of the uncountable number of successes attributed to hypnosis. Hypnosis is quite an interesting process. It is an unforgettable experience that everyone ought to have the chance to have. Now, if we can induce some top officials...

After reading today's Sentry

JOIN TICKER

Deadline for submission of a budget appeal request is this Friday afternoon at 4 p.m. in the DSSG office.

IMPORTANT: The deadline for the Baruch Art Contest, sponsored by Sigma Alpha Alpha, has been extended. Entries may be submitted until January 7, 1977. Remember first prize is $50.00. Can you think of an easier way to pay for next semester's books? For more information and contest rules, inquire at the reception desk of the Student Center lobby.

WHO JESUS IS
FOR ME!

According to

The Gospel of Matthew

A Student - Faculty Dialogue

Every Thursday 12:15 - 2:00

360 Park Avenue South
Room 1750C

Sponsored by:
Catholic Campus Ministry at Baruch College

HYPERSONIC OPPORTUNITY

STUFF ENVELOPES
$25.00 PER HUNDRED IMMEDIATE PAYMENTS
SEND $1.00 TO:
ENVELOPES DEPT. 339A
310 FRANKLIN STREET
BOSTON, MASS. 02110

YOU'RE A GOOD MAN CHARLIE BROWN!

PRESENTED BY MUSICAL COMPANY WORKSHOP
December 8-9 at 8:00pm
32rd St. At 23rd St. BUILDING

ATTENDANCE REQUIRED DEC. 9 AT 7:30 PM TO ENTER THE LOTTERY.